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Abstract. In this paper, a survey is given of some recent developments in inl’inite divisibility. 
There are three main topics: (i) the occurrence c.lf Infinitely divisible distributions in appli&J 
stochastic processes such as queueing prowses ;ilnd birth-death processes, (iib the constiuctkn 
of infinitely divisible distributions, mainly by m:ixing, and (iii) conditions for infinite divisibiIit} 
in terms of distribution functions and densities. 
In “Y 96 1, Fisz [ 7 ] gave a survey on recent 4evelo mmts in infinite 
&visibility. I-Ie restricted himself almost complete1 to distributions on 
the real line. In this1 paper also, only ofstribu*r:ii;;ns on the real line are 
considered. It seems inevitaYe, hov,,rever, to be more restrictive than * 
that. The selection of material included in this survey is determined 
partly by the author% personal interest, partly by the desire tlo present a 
more or less coherent paper. A.s a result!, i.he sets of sulbjects discussed by 
Fqisz and of those considered here are almost disjoint. This, of course, 
does not mean that there have been no developments in areas not: men- 
tioned here. 
In Section 2 of this paper, we inkoduce some notation and give some 
basic theorems in infinite divisibilie:y. lin Secltion 3, we consider a num- 
ber of ay>plied stochastic processes that alwa.ys, often or sometimes yield 
infinitely divisible distributions. Section 4 d:iscusses methods of construc- 
ting infinitely d.ivisible istributions, mai;lly by mixing. ID Section 5, (71 
number of criterial for infinite divisibility arI(,: collected, most in te 
probability densities and distributilon functions. Some unsf;lved pro 
lems are presented in Section 6. 
* Presented at the Second Conference on Stochastic Proce !ws and Appllic,ations, August 2 B -2% 
1972, Leuven, Belgium. 
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One of the most unexpected new developments in infinite clivisibilnty 
seems to be that attention has shifted frdprn properties of characteristic 
functions, the most obvious toof in this field, to properties of distri 
tion functions and probability roperties of infinit 
distribution functions and den s are a recurrent heme in 
We shall LISS the following abbreviations: r.v., d.f., p.d.fe, c.f., LT. 
and p.g.f. for random variable, distribution function, probability dlensity 
function, characteristic function, Laplace (-Stieltjesl transform and 
probab:ility generating function, respectively. We further abbreviate com- 
pletely monotcne (complete monotonicity), infinitely divisible (in:flnit(s 
divisibility), and independent and identically distributed, respectively, 
as camp. mon., inf. div. and i.i.d. 
We denote r.v.‘s by X, Y, Z, . . . , d.f.‘s by F, G’, H, . . ..their p.d.f.‘s by 
K g, h, 0.’ , their c.f.‘s by cp, y, q, ..# and their Ll.T.‘s by I;, c g, . . . . The 
corresponrler\ce b twteen F, Jl q, etc., will always be assumed; some- 
times it will t9e convenient to label 
etc. The sy mboI Z! 
hese functions with r.v. ‘s: Fx, px, 
will denote equality in distribution, F*P denotes the 
d. f. with c.f. t,@. 
We now give some definitions and properties. For more detailed in- 
ibrmation, WC refer to [ 1, 6, 22, 231. 
A r.v. X is called infi~&ely divisible iff for each positive 
integer y1 there exist i.i.d. T.v. ‘s X,, , *.. , Xnn such that X 2 X,, -t . . . + Xnn .
nifion 2.2. If X is an inf. div. T.v. wi,th d,,f. F, c.f. q, etc., then F, p, 
e:tc., are called in?. div. 
y 2.3. 3j” tp( t) is ayE in& div. c. f , hhen q has no real zero t:. If tp is 
fanalyGc, then p has no zeros in its s@ip of regularity. If '13 is en tire, lhen 
up has no zmx 01 the m.wpZex plane. 
v’efgence, 
The set 0f iqf div. dislcribuPl~ons ES closed under weak con- 
8 2. Notation and some basic proper, .-es 127 
(2.0 p(t) = exp ‘tit + 6 
\ 
@,x _ 1 - _-- 1+x2 d@(x) 
\ 
--oo x2 ” 1 
whew c is a real constun t, md L!3 is non-decreasing and bounded. If $9 can 
be written in the J%,VTZ ( 2.1 j ~-4th ~1’ 8 th t is not non-decreasing, theri! 
is not in,f div. 
There are several modificatic~ns of this representation, valid in di& 
ferent circumsltances. We state *those fo; inf. div. L.T.‘s and inf. div. 
p.g.f.‘s. 
sperty 2.7. &j is in,f div. iJ’.:;f 
(2.2) F(7) = exp 1 O” e-7X _.._ 1 $ 0 T--- cK(x)j~ $1 
where K is non-decreasing. It fdlo ws that Jr x- 1 d&x) < 00 f~v a/r” 
c > 0. 
. A p.g.5 p(u) with P(O:\l > 0 is inf div. iff 
9.3) P(u) = exp(Xs(u) -‘:\}, 
whepe X 2 0 and Y;u) is a p.g.fi 
The following two classes of inf. div. c.f..‘s are of special interest. 
I) (Compound-Poiss.on distribution 
(2.4) (p(t) =: eXp{hy(t) - X}, 
where ‘h > 0 mad q CF c$, is r’tijT d/v. 
In fact, (2.5) is a special case of (2.4.). However, many inf. div. c.f.% 
appear in the special form (2.5) (cf. [X3] )- 
3. neratiom of hf. div. distribu 
H t is well known (cf, [ I, 6, 2 1 ] ) that all inf. div. distributions are 
generated by s’ochastic processes, more specifically by processes vvith 
stationary independent increments. There is a number of applied pro- 
cesses, however, that give rise to classes of inf. div. distributions. In this 
section, some of tkse processes are discussed. 
3.1. Wuiting-time chtributisns 
In 8:he M/G/ i waiting-time process with first-come-first-served queue 
discipline (see [ 21 for terminology and notation), all stationary wiaiting- 
time distributions are inf. div. This follows from the easily established 
fact that the c.f a(t) of the waiting time can be written in the form 
(cf. [ 2) ) 
(3.1) u(P) =: h .[ x -t- 1 - $oE t);l-- l ) 
where ~(2) is a c.f. and X > 0 (cf. Property 2.11). Using the inf. disl. of 
U(P), one obtains inf.. div. d.f.‘s by choosing the service-time d.f (dsyrn- 
bolized by G) suc?~ that e:;plicit ca culation of the waiting-tinne: d.f. It/ is 
possible. For instance, if G is a mixture of exponential d. f. ‘s, then IV is a 
mixture of exponential u.f.‘s (compare Section 4). 
It was noted by Spiker [ 281 that the stationary waiting time for the 
((3/G/l queue :is inf. cliv. In the discussion of a paper by Kingman E20] , 
Runnenburg pointed out that the corresponding c.f. is of the form (3.1). 
At the same time, two questions were raised: 
(i) l’s the d.f. oif XYinf. d’ IV. if X and Y are independent and botlh ‘ex- 
ponenlially distributed? (This is the limiting d,f. for the M/G/I queue 
with random service in heavy tr.affic.) 
(ii) Are ‘“all” waiting-time distributions inf. div.? 
The first question was answered in the affkmative by GoPdie [S] , who 
y rroved more generally that XY is inf. div. if A’ and Y are independent9 Y
ii; exponentially distributed and X non-negative. Equivalently, ah scalle- 
parameter mix tu 
nfsult in Section 
e is given of a stationary waitin 
fi j:st-ser ve J disci 
g 3. Generation of infi div. distribu “ions by s~tashastic prwesses 
Other instances of infinite divisijbiliity in connection with queuei 
by queue lengths and busy pe;riods (cf. [ 29, 331). 
,I%. 2. First-passage tims 
nother way to generate mixtures Isf exponential distributions is im- 
plicit in [ 14, 1 S] , and was plointed. out to me by W. Vervaat (personal 
communication). 
In a birth-death process, take the birth rates! hk > 0 for k =: I, 2, . . . . 
n - 1 and & = 0, the death rates & > 0 for k = 1, 2, ..*, n. Denote by 
&k_, the first-passage time d.,f. from state II? tc:) state k - 1 ; then for the 
c. f* Sk, k_ I one km 
The C. f. @ k_ 1 is almost of the same form as thak in (2.5) and (3.1). To 
cclnclude tb the inf. div. of qk,k:_l , one may c~ilher take out a fac;tor 
(& + &) (& f lLk -jt)-l and a.pply (2.5;) to the remaining factor, or use 
a !Jightly more general result (cf. Section 4). Vervaat showed by induc- 
ticn that FlqO is a mixture of exponentfal CL?, ‘s, and conversely that 
ev’:ry finite mixture of exponential d.f. I’s can be f&tained in this way by 
ch\Dosing n and ;the Xs and p’s appropri;;\tely .
Similar recvlts have been obtained by Keilson [ 1’71 y who ails{) con- 
siders passage times from state 0 to state 11 in a b:rth--death prsjcess with 
rei’lecting barrier at 0. Ilt turns out thlat *Ihese Ipassage-time distributions 
are convolutions of exponentia I distriLu tions, and hence are in i*. div., too. 
Miller [ 24) proves the inL div. of fi&-passi~ge times in more geileral 
Markov processes. We state Itis ltesult as a theorem. 
3.1. If a discrete-state-space Mwkov chair, 1s skipj?ee m (at 
lemt) one direction, theist the fii st-passage tinzes i~t that direc tiou we injI 
div. 
1 rliller’s proof is based on a rc lation anialogous f o ( 3.2). As a : 
casi,:, he considlers a hlomogeneo MS birth-..death pr mess with hk 
ancI obtains the inf. div. of the i,.d.f.“s 
(3.q fn,o(*) z= Jyyl-J (1 +x')-"-1 , 
results of ai. more special type 
] . Another, weIk knowltn ,, 
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of the stable distribution of order 3 as a first-passage time distribution 
rownian motion @f. [ 61). 
3.3. Renewal disfributionls 
Distributions with p.d.f.‘s of the form 
(3.4) fJ (xl = IQ ( 1 - &+9), 
where F, is a d. f. on (0, =) with expectation pO, will be called renewal 
distributions. Since distributions of this type are related to waiting-time 
distributions, one might expect these to be inf. div. in many cases, or at 
least when F, is inf. div. Ihis expectation is strenghtened by the oibserva- 
tion tlhat if F, a mixture of exponenti d.f.‘s then so .is F,. In [ 29:) 
however, exam es are given where FO is inf. div. and F, is not, and vice 
\rersa. Here, also necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the inf. 
div. of‘& (x) in (3.4). It turns out that fr is inf. div. iff 
logx - 5 
n=l 
.-I Fin(x) 
is non-decreasing, or, if F, is absolutely continuous, iff 
(:?.5) 5 n-l fin(x) 6 x-1, x > 0. 
n=l 
‘ram (3.5) one obtains necessary conditions for the inf. div. of decreas- 
ing p. d. f. ‘s. 
However, the expectation that F, in (3.4) should be inf. div. is nlot 
totally unjustified. Harkness and Shantara.m [9] prove that repetition of 
the transformation (3.4) leading from FO to F, , in case of convergence 
under suitable norming, does yield inf. div. distributions. Their result is 
tkaat he: limiting d.f., if it exists, satisfies a reiation of the form 
(3.6) F(X) = b 7 i: 1 - F(y)]. dy, x > 0, 
Q 
‘wlhere &- 1 is the expectation of 1;’ and $2 1. For a = 1, the only solution 
e exponential d. ff. Though infinite divisibility is no 
cussed in [ 9]? one easily verifies that for a > 1 the p.d.f. F’(x) is camp. 
nce is inf. div. 
5 4 . Cmstmc tion of ir$ div. disi:ri ‘rutions 1.31 
. Extreme vahes 
It is well known (see e.g. [ 31) that for extreme-value di~tributio~m 
the are three limil..ing typkes: 
(3.7) F, (x) = exp( -e-+), --OO <xc 00) 
(3.8) F&r) =: 1 - exp(-XU), .x > 0, (1 > 0, 
(3.9) F7 (A:) == expl( --x -“), .X > 01, (;II > 0. 
F, (x) is inf. div. because the corresponding r. v. can be writ ten as 
Xl = (;I- lim {Y, -t-i Y2 -+ . . . +f Yn -1ognL rlr --) m 
where the Yi are i.i.d, with an exponential distribution of mean 1 (see 
e.g. cm. 
F*(x) is inf. div. for 0 < 01 I 1, as fz (x) is camp. mon. for those ar :: it 
is not inf. div. for other values of a, as 1 -F2(x) tends to zero to fast for 
cy > 1 (compare Section 5.3). , 
Ik seems to be unknown whether FIj is mf. diy. For ar = :I, one can use 
Millers result (cf. (3..3)): 
F,(X) = 2+m_ n = lim F, ,t (nx), n-+00 ’ 
which is inf. div. by the closure property. 
For the three types of limiting distributions for the kth largest in a 
sample (cf. [ 271) the situation is similar, bunt slightly more complicated. 
The distribution corresponding to type (3.7) is inf. div. by a simik ar@- 
ment, while the distribution corresponding rto type (3.8) is inf. div. for 
cu< k-1, and not inf. div. for cy > L 
4. Constructiol3 of inf. div. 
There is a number of methods to cmstmct new inf. div. distribution 
from given ones. The best known arc convolution and compoun 
(see Properties 2.10 and 2. I 1). A general c 
to Feller [ 6 e state this theorem in a sli 
such as to include the compound-Poisson 
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ThesIsem 4.1. If G Is an in& da? d.J: on [ 0, =), and if (px is a well-de- 
fi~ea’ c.f for all x in the joint s;.apports of G *IIn (n = f , 2, . . J, then 
is an inf diu. c.f (equal to G( - logq( t)), if logcp( t) is well-defirr 9). 
Splecial cases of (41.1) yield the better-known compound-Pc;is~.~n dis-
tributkns and the compound-geometric distributions. These methods, 
however, seem to be too general to yield explicit inf. div. d.f.‘s and 
p. d. f ‘s easily. 
Another, ~nuch less general, and pzhaps even unnatural way of ob- 
taining new inf. div. disttibutions, is by mixing, i.e., by considering d.f.‘s 
of thle form 
F(x) = J K(x Y) $Gti), 
.- 00 
when: K is a d.f. in x for each y in the support of G, and K is Borel- 
measurable with respect to y for all x. 
The rest of this section will be devoted to mixing. A more restricted 
procedure is the multiplication of independent r.v.‘s; this is equivalent 
to mixing with respect to the scale parameter: 
. Multiplication ojF random variables 
Using Corollary 23, and a result in renewal sequences, Goldie TOI 
proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.2. If X and Y are independent, X 2 0 and Y expon~entially 
Idistridau ted, then X Y is inf div. 
&Mary 4.3. If X is non-negative, if Y has a camp. mon. p. d..f , and if 
X Jnd Y are independent, thee Xl’ is inf div. 
Corollary 4.4. If .X is non-neglztive, if Y has a gamma distribution of 
order QC with 0 < cy 5 and Y are independent, t 
8 4. Construction oj’infi div. distrih tiom !I 33 
n [ 291, an only partially sucessful attempt wa: made to grove the: 
inf. div. of XY2 where ‘Y has c.K ( 1 --it) -2. One of the partial results ob- 
is recorded as: 
.5. If Xa and ATo are irtdqendent r. v, ‘s with c. j': “s ( 1 -it)+ 
a& ( B -it)--P, respec ticrely, and iJp min (a, 6) 2 2? tkn _Ya Xp is in8 div. 
We return to some of these results iin the context of mi% tures. 
.%. MWures of exponen tia% disLtribu lions 
In view of (4.2) a d the closure property of the class of inf. div. distri- 
butions, Theorem 4.2 is equivalent o: 
Theorem 4.2’. If 0 < X, < A, c: ".. c 'A,,, pk > 0 (k = 1, 2, . . . . n) and 
q=a Pk = 1, then 
(4.3) i; pk & exp( -hbk x), 
k=l 
!s apz in,]‘: div. p. d.,f: 
][n [ :!9] , the author generalized this theorem to: 
~mrcm 4.2”. A p. dJ: of the form (4.3) is in,C div. if 0 < ‘A; < . . . < X, 9 
pk > 0 Jfor k = 1, . . . , k, and pk < 0 *for k = k, + 1, . . . , n. 
The proof of Theorem 4.2” is given by showing that the L.T. of (4.3) 
is of the: form 
tith yf > Aj (i .“L: 1, 2, . . . . n). Using (4.4) and the canonical. repr 
of ;A(X -)- 7)--l, in [ 291 the following representation theorem is 
where is a re boun 
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3. Mixtures of other inc div. distributiorts 
In [ 291, mixtures of gamma distributions of order 2 me considered, 
i.e., L.T.‘s of tl-re form 
(4.6) s OQ ( f + on)-* (dG(cr). 
0 
The only resul s obtained are: (4.6) is inf. div. if G is a discrete td.f. with 
four or fewer points of increase, or if G is unirnodal. The latter result 
s by integration by parts of (4.6) and the use of Theorem 4.2”. 
ing Theorems 4.1 and 4-J’, it follows that functions of the form 
(4.7) 
oa 
s { 1 -xh(t))-l dG(x), 
0 
where h(,t) is such that exp h(t) is an inf. div. c.f., are inf. div. c.f.‘s. If 
we take /z(t) = q(t) - 1, with q(t) an arbitrary c.f, we obtain the inf. div. 
of parameter mixtures of compound-geometric distributions; Tf we take 
h(t) = - t* , tht: inf. div. of scale-parameter mixtures of Laplzze distribu- 
tions follows. Dther mixtures of this type are listed in [ 291. 
Mixtures of normal distributions, with c.f.‘s of the form 
(4.8) 
do 
s e:ltp( -t* x) dC(x), 
10 
have been considered by Kelker [ 191. It follows from Theorem 4.1 (or 
oth$erwise) that (4.8) is inf. div. if G is inf. div. The inf. div. of mixtures 
of %aplaci_= distributions follows from the fact that these are mixtures of 
normal distributions with G in (4.8) a mixture of exponential d.f.‘s (cf. 
The:orem 4.2’). Kelker gives an example where (4.8) is inf. div. while G 
is not; it i,s also possible for (4.8) to be kf. div. while G is not even a 
d.f. In [ 19: and also in [ 13 I] 9 it is proved that mixtures of Cauchy dis- 
tributions are inf. div. This is also an easy consequence of a property 
d easily proved by means oi olya’s criterion 
n proves: 
eal c. f ‘s that are log-con vex on ( 0, 03) are in4: div. 
s logmconvexityr is prese 
g=CoIUf~~X C. f. ‘s are dS0 
under mixing (~$1 Section 
ii 5. Cmrditions for inf: div. in terms of cd.;‘ 3 md g.d.J s I 35 
c.f.‘s, i.e. c.f.‘s of mixtures of Cauchy distributions, is a subse: of the 
real log-convex cX. ‘s, the result M~o~ws. 
Log-convexity and complete monotonicity of c.f.‘s is disw~sed in de- 
tail by Keilson and Steutel [ 181, who also note the inf. div. of ~Gutures 
of symmetric stable distributions of orders Q < 1. For mixtures o,’ sym- 
metric stable distributio:ns of fixed order cy, with 1 < Q < 2, one rqlaces 
it2 in (4.8) by It I? Ht is clear again that the mixtures obtaineld in this 
way are inf. div. if @ is inf. div. 
5. Conditions for inf. div. in terms of d.f.3 and p.d.?.‘s 
Ons of the most strik:ing aspects of recent results in inf. div. is that z 
large number of them contain criteria in terms of d. f.‘s and p. d. f.‘s ( both 
discrete and continuous) rather than in terms of c.f.‘s. In this section we 
collect some results of this nature, a number of which have been men- 
tionec! in different contexts in earlier sections. 
5.1. R epresen ta tim theorems 
Using Corollary 21.8, Goldie [ $1 proves the following theorem, with- 
out stating it expiicitly. 
Theorem 5.1. If F’ is u dJ: r.w [ 0, -), and if bk(0) is defined j’c,r 19 > 8 
wd k = 0, 1, 2, . . . by 
then F is in,f div. ij’f the functions ak (91, defined recur.Gely by 
(5.2) (n + 1) &+I = 5 ak bn-, 9 n=0,1,2,..., 
R = 0 
are non-negative fw al! 8’ >b 0. 
Goldie proves: (il) if a sequence b, is such that the equations 
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have non-negative solutions fk , tfmen ( 5.2‘) has nonnega.tive so 
To establish the inf. div. of mixtures of exponential d.f.%, he uses: (ii) if 
a sequence b, satisfies 
(5.4 n = P, 2, 0.. ) 
then the solutions of (5.3) are non-negaticre. Schwa.rz’s inequahty the 
b, defined in (5.1) satisfy (5.4) if F is a mix of expontq-ltial d.f.‘s. 
The equations (5.3) and (5.4) are of interest for renewal sequences 
(cf. [ 8 1 for reikences, and [ 111 for rekkd remarks). 
Kath I 161 proves a very similar theorem for lattice disttibutions (for 
a different proof, see [ 291): 
core 5.2. If (p, ) is a distribution on the non-negative integer, with 
p. > 0, then {Pn ) is inf div. iff the quantities rk definedfbr k = 0, 1 9 
2 , . . ..I bY 
are aN non-negative. 
The similarity between Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 reflect thle fact thA 
p( 1 -u) is an inf. div. p_g.f. if F(r) is an inf,. div. L.T. (compare Theorem 
4.1). Solving (5.5) for rk by Cramer’s rule, explicit criteria in terms of 
the P(r, F1 7 l **9 &+I are obtained, which provide useful necessary condl- 
tions for inf. div. Sufficient conditions can also be obtained from (5.5). 
\Ne come back to this in the following secti9ns. 
A theorem providing the analogue of Theorem 5.2 for absolutely con- 
tmuous d. K’s is proved in [ 291 by inverting the canonical rep 
of inf, div. L.T.‘s (Pro 
, 
re 5.3. A d.f F WI [ 0, 00) is inf div. rffit ,r:l;ltisfies 
is non- creasing 
ore 
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(5.7’1 
x 
+&I f(x) = s f(x --uj dK(t& 
;o 
5.2. Log-convexity and complete mmotonicity 
From Theorem ‘5 . .2: the following sufficient conditions car-1 be ob 
tained (com~ze (S.2), (5.3) and (5.4)). 
Theorem 5.5. [f (p, ) is a distrib,:Gm on the non-negative htegers with 
pO > 0 and such that the qk defined by 
are no wegative, then {p, ) is inf divl. 
Distributilons atisfying the conditions of Theorem 5.5 ;u=z easily seen 
to be of compoun,~-g~:eor~~tric type. More specially we have: 
Theorem 5.6. i’f &I } is a distributim on the non-negutiw irz tegers, that 
is log-convex,, i. e. s:ai%sfy iurg 
(5.9) PntI Pn--1 2 Pi, n = 1, 2, . . . v 
then {pn } is ir25 a!iv. 
This theorem seems t:, be due to Warde and Patti [ 32’1. lkt is proved 
by another method, also using ( 5. S)‘, in [ 291. The simplest proof was 
suggested to me by van Ewet (pezsalna’a communication) l(see [ 3Clj ): in 
(5. S), divide both sides by pla+l and take differences to obtain 
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tk rk are non-negative, i.e. that (p, ) is inf. div. As furthermore the con- 
ditions 6, k < 0 arfe equivalent o (S.9), Theorem 5.6 follows. In the same 
way, slightly weakier con itions can be obtaized, an similarly (5.Yi im- 
plies i 5.8) with norknegative qk. 
One easily has the following corollaries (see [ 291 fo Corollary 5.7): 
fsry 5.7. If fix) is a p. d.J: on (Cl,=) that is log-convex, t?zen f(x) is 
ijzjT div. 
ollary !LB. If f(x) is a p.d.f: on (0, - that is con-p mom, thelvl f(x) 
is inf *div. 
The latter corolky is, of course, equivalent o the inf. div. of exponen- 
tial mixtures. It follows from the fact that (by Schwarz’s inequality) com- 
plete monoi:onicity is stronger then log=convexity, which is equivalent o 
(5.19) f"'f>(f")2, - 
if the derivatives exist. 
That log-convexity is preserved under mixing may be seen as follows: 
Wsing (5.1 I) repeatedly, one has 
cf+g)“Cf’+g) -(f’+g’)2 2 f"g+fg" - 2f'g' 
> gcf')2/f+f(g')21g- 2f'g' =fdf>lFgfig)2 2 0. -
Simnle examples of functions that are log-convex but not camp. mon. 
have been given by Keilson and Steutel [ 181. 
5.3. Zeros of inf: div. dmsi,ties 
Frrom Corollary 5.4 we 
u Iff(x) is an 
for 2ver.y E > 
easily obtain ((cf. [ 29 1): 
ii:& div. and wntinuous p.d.J: on (0, 0~)) mc?; 
S; 5. Conditions foe- in$ div. in terms of d. fI 2 and p.d.$ ‘s 1’9 
A somewhat weaker theorem for p.d.f.5 not restricted to ( 
been proved b:y Sharpe [ 261. 
0. If f(x) is an injI div. p. c3.f such that 
00 
s Ig(t)IP dt < 00 --oo 
for all p > 0, then f(w) either has no zeros, w is zero m a half-liaae. 
5.4. Tails of in,f: div. distributions 
It is well known that an hf. diiv. distribution with bounded support 
is degenerate. Starting from this fact, Ruegg 1251 proved that the sum 
of the tails of an inf. div. distribution, i.e., the function T(x) defined by 
(5.12) T(x) z= F(-x) -t- 1 -F’(x), x > 0, 
cannot decrease arbitrarily fast. Ruegg makes extensive use of the theory 
of entire functions, and in fact his results hold for a.11 non-vanishing en- 
tire c.f.‘s, inf. div. or not. His main results are stated in the follcwl:\g 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.11. Pf F is an inj” div. d..f , and such that 
(5.13) T(x) = O(exp(-axb)), X + ‘7 
with a > 0 and b :> 1, then F k normal (or degenerate). If (5.13) holds 
with a > 0 and b > 2, then F is degmerate. 
This theorenl was generalized considerably by Horn I: 1 
obtains results !on the asymptotic: bl*:haviour of one ta:il ( 
1 -- F(x)) OC an inf. div. distribution. His main tools a:re 
the two-sided Laplace transform. The most general result in rhe spir 
of Theorem 5.1 1 seerns to be (unpl\J bli:;hed, by the auth 
eorem 5.1 I’,. 4 f F is an i~y~,f: d& d. f p then eii her 
(i) F is normal (possibly degerzt?mtl?), gr 
(ii) T(x) := ex p ( -&~C(JC Iogx)} 9 x + 88, 
140 l? I;!! Stentel, Smne recant results in infinite divisibility 
So it appears that for an inf. div. d.f. F that is not degenerate, 
--log T’(X) is either of the order 0(x logx) or of the exact order .x2, while 
the intermediate orders are impossible. A similar behaviour is proved 
under mild restrictions for --log F(--X) (and -log( 1 --F(x))) by Horn 
[ 121. However, one-si ed tails may decrtabe faster than exp( -a?), as 
for exsmple exp(-e-x) for x + -00. 
5.5. Simikuity between hf div. cf ‘s and inf div. p. d.5 ‘s 
Th.b kind of similari y has been noted by several authors (see e.g.. [ 19, 
1291). Part of the similarity is no doubt due to the fact that p.d.f.‘s and 
c.f.‘s are Fourier transforms of each other, but it seems to go beyond 
,thae. I-Iere we simply list some properties that are shared by inf. div 
p.d.f.‘s and inf. div. c.f.‘s. We shall omit the regularity conditions that 
have been ulzed to prove some of the results. Most of the results have 
been discussed in the previous sections, some others are self-evident.. 
(i) Ifffx) is inf. div., then f has no zeros (except at an end pointj. 
If q(t) is inf. div., then q has no zeros. 
(ii) Iff(x) is inf. div. on (0, =), then @ f(x) j s inf. div. 
I I q(t) is inf. div., then eiQf q(t) and e-ltrlf I I$ t) are inf. div. 
(iii) K,?(X) is inf. div. on (0, =), then -logf:(x) = 0(x2): x + I=. 
If q(t) is inf. div, then -loglq(t)l = O(@), t -e 00. 
The last observation follows from Property 2.6 and the fact t 
( 1 - cos ik).x--* = 0(t2). 
(iv) If f(x) is log-co ex on (0, oo), then f(x) is inf ditj. 
If p(t) is real . a log-convex on (0, =), then q(t) iis inf. div. 
e unsolved pro 
In a way, most problems in infinite divisibility are unsol 
most cases one is unable to decide whethe a given distrib 
&iv. or not. Onz such a distribution is the log-normal. Th 
its infinite divisibility is obviously connected with the inf. div. of lpro- 
cllucts of independent inf div. r.v.‘s. We briefly discussI some related 
fbr 3,orn.e XS? 0 and Y having a gamma 
the estioni: that re 
c ) i 2 0, I? I~a.ra?rna-.jistri~1,~ted of order pi I 2, and i4r .Y and Y 
are independent, is XY inf. div.? 
It is shown in [ 291 that XY is in general not inf. div. for Y ‘13 having a 
gamma distribution of order larger than 2, while an affirmative answer 
to (i) = 2 implies the same for 0 <: 01< 2 (cf. Corollary 4.4). 
(ii ar is gamma-distributed of ord,er (Y, XF of order /I,, with X, 
and X0 independent, is XQ .‘yp inf. div.? 
More important perhaps is the following (question. 
(iii) If Xa a:nd X0 given as in (ii.), is X,,/X, inf. div.? 
Many distributions are of this type, 0% knits of such distributions. The 
corresponding ,p.df., clenoted by g,2 p(x) is given by (see e.g, [ 131) , 
Many first-passage time densities are of this form. Among these alre the 
pd. f. ‘s exhibited as inf. div. by Miller (cf. (3.3)), which are &tamed by 
taking ~1= y1 and fl= I.. The positive stalble p.d.f. of order f is obtained 
by taking /3 = $ and letting Q + 00, under suitable norming. F’or p = 1 and 
CY -+ = we obtain one of the inf. div. extremal p.d.f.‘s again. 
A somewhat more general question to lwhich there seem lo be no 
simpll:: counter examples, and with thle support of a variety Iof positive 
evidence, is. 
(iv) If X and Y are independent (non-negative) and inf. div. r.v.‘s, is 
XY inf. div.? 
If (iv) were answered in the affirmaltive, tlhe inf. div. elf the log-normal 
r.v. would follow, as this can be obtained as the limit of prl:,ducts of the 
form II: __ p exp (( Yk - l)/dn), with. th.e Yk independznt and exponential- 
ly distributed with mean 1. The r.v.‘s exp{( Yk - Jl)/&z} are easily seen to 
be inf. div. as their p.d..f.‘s are camp. lm.on. However, as these p.d.f.‘s are 
camp. mon. on intervals of the form (exp(--l/&), 4, the inf. div. of 
the log-normal d. f. does not follow from Corollary 4.3. It would follow if 
the following question were answered 31 the affirmative: 
(v) If X and 2 are non-negative, if Y is exponentially diis tributed 
and if X, 1~ and 2 are independent, is (XY + c) Z inf. div. for 
every real constant c? 
A&no wk ent 
The a or wishes to t ank J. Keilsotn for ful disc& o ns. 
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